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Variational quantum algorithms are believed to be promising for solving computationally hard prob-
lems on noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) systems. Gaining computational power from these
algorithms critically relies on the mitigation of errors during their execution, which for coherence-limited
operations is achievable by reducing the gate count. Here, we demonstrate an improvement of up to a
factor of 3 in algorithmic performance for the quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA)
as measured by the success probability, by implementing a continuous hardware-efficient gate set using
superconducting quantum circuits. This gate set allows us to perform the phase separation step in QAOA
with a single physical gate for each pair of qubits instead of decomposing it into two CZ gates and
single-qubit gates. With this reduced number of physical gates, which scales with the number of lay-
ers employed in the algorithm, we experimentally investigate the circuit-depth-dependent performance of
QAOA applied to exact-cover problem instances mapped onto three and seven qubits, using up to a total
of 399 operations and up to nine layers. Our results demonstrate that the use of continuous gate sets may
be a key component in extending the impact of near-term quantum computers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers have the potential to outperform
classical computers on a range of computational prob-
lems such as prime factoring [1] and quantum chemistry
[2]. Although many of these applications will require
quantum error correction [3] to provide a quantum advan-
tage, there is an increasing interest in exploring quantum
applications on noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ)
devices [4] available in the near term. Recent experiments
have demonstrated a computational advantage of quan-
tum computers [5], explored many-body physics [6,7],
and simulated small-scale quantum chemistry problems
[8–10]. Moreover, there is a significant interest in solving
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optimization problems on quantum computers, in particu-
lar with the quantum approximate optimization algorithm
(QAOA) [11–13]. This variational algorithm has been used
to study a range of discrete [11,14–16] and continuous
[17] optimization problems, and may have applications
for unstructured search [18]. While there is currently no
proof that it can provide an asymptotic quantum advan-
tage, QAOA is an emerging approach for benchmarking
quantum devices and is a candidate for demonstrating a
practical quantum speed up on near-term NISQ devices.

To find an approximate solution to a combinatorial
problem with QAOA, a problem Hamiltonian is formu-
lated, whose ground state corresponds to the solution of
the combinatorial problem. To approximate this ground
state, a quantum computer prepares an ansatz state with a
parameterized gate sequence, whose parameters are itera-
tively updated by a classical optimizer. The gate sequence
consists of layers, each characterized by two variational
parameters, γq and βq, see Fig. 1. The number of layers,
p , sets the depth of the algorithm and QAOA can reach
the global optimum of any cost function for p → ∞ [11].
It is therefore expected that the computational power of
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FIG. 1. (a) Quantum circuit of a layer q of QAOA for the
two-qubit subspace |QiQj 〉, using the controlled arbitrary-phase
gate (blue) to rotate the |11〉 state by an angle 2�ij where �ij =
2γqJij . (b) A QAOA layer with the phase-separation unitary
Uij

C decomposed into CZ gates (green) and additional Hadamard
gates and single-qubit Z-gates. (c) Excited-state population P|1〉
of the higher-frequency qubit Qi = A1 brought in interaction
with the lower-frequency qubit Qj = B2 via a flux pulse (all
qubits are operated at their maximal frequency). We perform
a two-dimensional sweep of flux-pulse amplitude a and flux-
pulse duration l, and indicate the maximum population recovery
with blue dots. P|1〉 is extracted using a three-level readout (see
Appendix A). (d) Conditional phase for the dots indicated in (c).
The green diamond corresponds to the CZ gate. The right axis
indicates the detuning between |11〉 and |20〉. The inset depicts
the shift in frequency of the bare |20〉 state relative to the bare
|11〉 state during the flux pulse for the CZφ gate and the CZ gate,
see Appendix B for more details.

QAOA increases with p . In practice, however, the number
of layers that can be executed reliably on near-term quan-
tum computers is limited due to finite gate errors induced
by relaxation, dephasing, and pulse imperfections [14,19].

Small-scale implementations of QAOA, while restricted
to solving problems that can also be efficiently solved
on classical computers, provide crucial insights into the
feasibility and challenges related to the execution of the
algorithm on NISQ devices. Previous studies of QAOA
with superconducting qubits [12,13,19–21], photonics
[22], and trapped ions [23] highlight the applicability of
QAOA on a range of platforms and illustrate the breadth
of problems that can be addressed with QAOA. The work
presented in Ref. [12] studied the MaxCut problem, which
is the canonical problem for QAOA [11], with up to

19 qubits, Ref. [20] studied a channel decoding prob-
lem, Ref. [23] searched the lowest-energy eigenstate of
all-to-all connected Ising models with up to 40 qubits,
and Ref. [21] considered an exact-cover problem with
two qubits. Many of these experiments consider problems
that can be solved with shallow QAOA circuits (p = 1
or 2). However, these examples may not be representa-
tive of the broad range of problems that can be addressed
with QAOA. Indeed, studies of all-to-all connected Ising
models show that deep circuits may be needed [13].

When implementing quantum algorithms on a quan-
tum device, it is common to decompose the gate sequence
into a discrete set of gates available on the hardware. To
improve performance, recent experiments have explored
continuous gate sets motivated by applications in quantum
simulations [24,25], quantum chemistry [26,27], and for
QAOA using XY interactions [28]. It was also recently sug-
gested that QAOA can be implemented using always-on
ZZ interactions [29].

In this work, we benchmark QAOA with a continu-
ous hardware-efficient gate set. We present a controlled
arbitrary-phase gate (CZφ gate), which allows the execu-
tion of each QAOA layer with only one two-qubit gate
per ZZ term in problem Hamiltonians formulated as Ising
models, see Fig. 1(a). We demonstrate how our gate set
shortens the QAOA sequence and, thus, leads to better
performance for a fixed QAOA depth compared with a
decomposed implementation of the algorithm with a dis-
crete gate set. In particular, we demonstrate with two con-
crete examples that the reduction in gate-sequence duration
outweighs errors that are potentially introduced by imple-
menting the continuous gate set, such as errors originat-
ing from the required interpolation of parameters. Taking
advantage of this gain in performance, we investigate the
tradeoff between experimental noise, which favors shal-
low circuits, and increasing the number of layers, which
is needed to solve complex problem instances.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

The objective function of many NP-complete discrete
optimization problems can be mapped to an Ising Hamil-
tonian [30,31],

Ĉ =
∑

i<j

Jij ZiZj +
n∑

i=1

hiZi, (1)

where Zi is the Pauli-Z operator for spin i. QAOA can
find the ground state of this Hamiltonian by minimiz-
ing the expectation value of Ĉ for the ansatz state | �γ , �β〉,
where �γ = (γ1, . . . , γp), �β = (β1, . . . , βp) are variational
parameters. In particular, the quantum circuit preparing
| �γ , �β〉 consists of p layers each containing a phase-
separation operator UC = e−iγqĈ and a mixing operator
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UB = e−iβqB̂, where B̂ = ∑
i Xi, with q = 1, . . . , p [11].

Since all terms of Ĉ commute, we can implement each
term Uij

C = e−i(�ij /2)ZiZj separately, where �ij /2 = γqJij is
a continuous parameter.

A common approach is to decompose Uij
C into a gate

sequence consisting of two conditional phase rotations of
π , i.e., standard CZ gates, combined with several single-
qubit gates [12,21]. We present such a decomposition in
Fig. 1(b), where the dependence on the continuous param-
eters �ij is introduced via an arbitrary-angle single-qubit
Z-rotation. An alternative approach is to use a single con-
trolled arbitrary-phase gate (CZφ gate), which can add any
desired phase factor e−iφ to the |11〉 state. This gate nat-
urally applies the angle φ = 2�ij and, together with two
single-qubit Z-rotations of angle �ij , realizes the unitary
Uij

C , see Fig. 1(a).
In QAOA, the number of unitaries Uij

C grows linearly
with the number of two-qubit terms in Ĉ and with the num-
ber of QAOA layers, p . Thus, it is essential that each Uij

C
is implemented with high fidelity. The direct implementa-
tion we present in this work significantly reduces both the
physical gate count and the sequence duration. Thus, this
approach is expected to find correct solutions to complex
problems with higher probability.

We run QAOA on a quantum device with seven
superconducting transmon qubits, see Appendix A for
device parameters and a false-colored micrograph of the
device. The qubits are pairwise connected as illustrated in
Fig. 2(a). Single-qubit X and Y rotations are implemented

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. (a) Hardware connectivity graph of the quantum
device. Dots correspond to qubits and edges indicate between
which pairs of qubits two-qubit gates can be realized. The gray
dashed line indicates the subset of qubits used for the three-qubit
problem instance depicted in (b). (b) Visual representation of the
incidence matrix K (dots indicating entries K�i = 1) for a cho-
sen three-qubit exact-cover problem instance. The labels above
the columns (and the colors) indicate which physical qubits are
used to represent the corresponding subset. The two solution
states are indicated below the grid. (c) Visual representation of
the incidence matrix for a chosen seven-qubit problem instance.

with microwave pulses, while Z rotations are performed as
virtual gates [32], which take zero time as they are imple-
mented through a redefinition of the reference frame. To
realize CZ gates, we use a standard approach relying on a
flux pulse, which shifts the transition frequency of one of
the qubits to bring the |11〉 state of a pair of coupled qubits
in resonance with the noncomputational |20〉 state [33–35].
The resulting hybridization leads to a coherent population
oscillation between the two states. The frequency detun-
ing between the |11〉 and |20〉 states, �, is 0 during the
gate, and after an interaction of the duration correspond-
ing to one oscillation period, the population returns to the
|11〉 state with an added phase of π , see green diamond
in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). We generalize the CZ gate to a
CZφ gate on our device by exploiting near-resonant inter-
actions of the |11〉 and |20〉 states [24], i.e., � �= 0, to
acquire conditional phase angles ranging from 0 to 2π , see
Fig. 1(d). We vary � by sweeping the flux-pulse ampli-
tude and simultaneously adapting the pulse duration to
maximize population recovery in the computational sub-
space, see blue dots in Fig. 1(c). Details about the gate
implementation are provided in Appendix B.

We compare the performance of both approaches on two
example instances of the NP-complete exact-cover prob-
lem [30]. The aim of exact cover is to decide whether it is
possible to cover all elements in a set S exactly once by an
appropriate selection of subsets {Vi} from a given collec-
tion of subsets V. In the example visualized in Fig. 2(b),
each row corresponds to an element of a three-element set
S, while each column corresponds to a subset Vi out of
three given subsets, see Appendix C for details. The dots
visualize which elements (rows) are included in a subset
(column). In this picture, the task is to find a selection
of columns such that each row is covered by exactly one
dot. This condition is fulfilled by two solutions: select-
ing the first two columns or selecting the last column.
In a mathematical formulation of the exact-cover prob-
lem (see Appendix C), the grid in Fig. 2(b) corresponds
to a visual representation of an incidence matrix K , where
a dot in row � and column i indicates an entry K�i = 1
while empty cells in the grid indicate entries equal to 0.
When mapping an instance of an exact-cover problem to an
Ising Hamiltonian [31,36], the two-qubit coupling terms Jij
and single-qubit terms hi are extracted from this incidence
matrix, see Eq. (C3) and Eq. (C4), respectively. Further-
more, the ith qubit encodes whether a subset Vi is selected
or not, see Appendix C. In the visualization in Fig. 2(b), the
qubit that represents a subset is indicated by the label above
the column and by the color used for the dots. Figure 2(c)
shows an example of a larger instance of exact cover with
seven subsets, requiring seven qubits.

To focus on the comparison between the two meth-
ods for realizing the two-qubit unitaries Uij

C , these two
problem instances are chosen such that the resulting Ising
Hamiltonians respect the hardware connectivity graph of
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our device, see Fig. 2(a), and that all single-qubit terms
vanish, i.e., hi = 0. The three-qubit problem instance
depicted in Fig. 2(b) yields an Ising Hamiltonian with
JA1B2 = 0.5 and JA2B2 = 1. In the basis |A1A2B2〉, the two
possible selections of columns covering all rows, namely
A = {A1, A2} and B = {B2}, are encoded with the states
|110〉 and |001〉, respectively, where a 1 in position i indi-
cates that the ith column of K is included in the selection of
subsets. For the seven-qubit problem instance of Fig. 2(c),
we have JA3B2 = 0 and Jij = 0.5 for all other physically
connected qubit pairs. This instance also possesses two
solutions, A = {A1, A2, A3, A4} and B = {B1, B2, B3}, cor-
responding to the states |1111000〉 and |0000111〉, respec-
tively, using the basis |A1A2A3A4B1B2B3〉. Note that we
have labeled the qubits in Fig. 2(a) such that the solutions
always correspond to either selecting the qubits labeled
with A or the qubits labeled with B, see Appendix C.

Using the direct implementation instead of the decom-
posed one reduces the number of operations per layer from
42 to 15 for the three-qubit problem instance and from
98 to 42 for the seven-qubit problem instance. Conse-
quently, the seven-qubit problem instance, which requires
deep QAOA circuits, yields a circuit comprising 175 oper-
ations at p = 4 with the direct implementation compared
with 399 operations with the decomposed implementation,
see Appendix D for details.

III. PERFORMANCE OF QAOA

A single-layer QAOA implementation (p = 1) is a use-
ful intermediate benchmark towards implementing multi-
layer QAOA circuits since there are only two variational
parameters �γ = (γ1) and �β = (β1), hereafter referred to as
γ and β for ease of notation, which allows us to map out
the full optimization landscape experimentally. As further
discussed in Appendix E, when p = 1, the cost-function
landscape is π/2 periodic in β for a problem without
single-qubit terms. Moreover, since all eigenvalues of Ĉ
are odd multiples of 1

2 , the landscape is 2π periodic in γ .
Finally, the landscape is always point-symmetric around
the center point of a period. We can thus reduce our con-
siderations to γ ∈ [0, π) and β ∈ [0, π/2). For each pair
of parameters, we prepare the state |γ , β〉 10 000 times,
see Appendix D for the full pulse sequence, and we eval-
uate the cost function C(γ , β) = 〈γ , β| Ĉ |γ , β〉. We use
a three-level readout scheme discussed in Appendix A,
which allows us to discard the measurement outcomes
with leakage outside of the computational space, see
Appendix F. In the context of QAOA, discarding leak-
age events corresponds to reducing the effective number of
shots available for evaluating the cost function by rejecting
outcomes that are not valid bit-strings. In this regard, leak-
age is different from other undetectable errors, for which
such a postselection cannot be done.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e)

(f)

FIG. 3. Cost function evaluated for p = 1 on the three-qubit
problem instance using CZφ gates. (a) Cost-function landscape
as a function of variational parameters. (b) Cost-function land-
scape obtained from noise-free simulations. (c) Experimental
evaluation (blue) and simulation (black) of the cost function
for two horizontal line cuts of (a),(b), with β ′ = π/8 (dotted
lines) and β ′′ = 3π/8 (dashed lines), respectively. (d),(e) Ten
convergence traces of the separation angle and the mixing angle,
respectively, for end-to-end optimization starting from random
parameter initialization. (f) Average energy (solid black line) and
individual convergence traces (faded blue lines) of the energy
corresponding to parameters shown in (d),(e).

We observe that the resulting cost-function landscapes,
see Fig. 3, are odd functions of β with a line symme-
try axis at β = π/4, see Appendix E. The locations of
all extrema in the measured landscape, see Fig. 3(a),
are in good agreement with noise-free simulations, see
Fig. 3(b), which suggests that the coherent errors are small
in our implementation. Errors due to decoherence mostly
affect the contrast of the landscapes [37], see Fig. 3(c)
and Appendix G. The distortions of the local extrema
located at γ > π/2 are attributed to the residual ZZ cou-
pling between the qubits [38], which we confirm with
master-equation simulations, see Appendix G.

By embedding the evaluation of C(γ , β) measured
on the quantum device into a classical optimizer, we
demonstrate that the landscape is suitable as a cost func-
tion for closed-loop optimization. The simple, gradient-
free Nelder-Mead optimization method finds the optimal
parameters for most random initialization parameters, see
Figs. 3(d)–3(f), however, some convergence traces get
trapped in local minima. Note that in this single-layer
implementation, the cost never reaches the ground-state
energy CGS = −1.5, neither in the measurement nor in the
noise-free simulation, which indicates that QAOA circuits
of larger depth are indeed required for this problem.

To obtain better approximate solutions to the combina-
torial problem instance, we execute QAOA circuits with
additional layers and study the effect of the depth p on the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 4. Output state probability distribution for the three-qubit
problem instance implemented with controlled arbitrary phase
gates (a)–(c), and decomposed using CZ gates (d)–(f). States
are measured at optimal parameters for depths of p = 1 (a),(d),
p = 2 (b),(e), and p = 3 (c),(f). The filled bars correspond to the
measured state probabilities in which we highlight the problem
solutions in blue (direct implementation) and green (decom-
posed implementation), respectively. The black wireframes are
the expected QAOA outcome from noise-free simulations and
the red wireframes are from master-equation simulations. We use
15000 individual measurement runs to estimate each probabil-
ity distribution. The black vertical markers indicate a bootstrap
99.7% confidence interval [39] for each state, estimated from
the bootstrap standard deviation of 100 resampled datasets of the
original single-shot measurements.

output state distribution. To investigate the performance of
the quantum part of QAOA rather than the performance
of the classical optimizer, we initialize the algorithm with
optimal parameters obtained from noise-free simulations.
We then optimize these parameters locally to correct for
small coherent errors, and we estimate the resulting state
distribution as a function of depth from 15 000 single-shot
measurements, see Fig. 4 for the three-qubit case. Three
layers are required in noise-free simulations (black wire-
frames) to fully concentrate the probability distribution on
the two solution states |110〉 and |001〉 corresponding to
the selection of subsets A and B, respectively.

We quantify the experimental outcomes using the clas-
sical fidelity [40] between the output state probability
distribution arising from the measurements, P, and from
noise-free simulations, P̃,

F(P, P̃) =
(
∑

i

√
Pi

√
P̃i

)2

, (2)

where Pi and P̃i correspond to the probabilities of the ith
basis state in the Hilbert space. Note that 0 ≤ F(P, P̃) ≤ 1
with F(P, P̃) = 1 if and only if P = P̃. The state distribu-
tions of the implementation using CZφ gates, see filled bars

in Figs. 4(a)–4(c), have fidelities of 98.93 %, 95.93 %, and
86.20 % for p = 1, 2, and 3 respectively, with respect to the
corresponding distribution obtained with noise-free simu-
lations. As expected, the reduction of the fidelity with the
number of layers p illustrates the accumulation of errors in
circuits of increasing depth. However, the concentration of
probability on solution states as p increases is stronger than
the detrimental effect of the additional errors, such that
overall, the probability of measuring a solution increases
with p . By contrast, in the implementation using CZ gates,
see Figs. 4(d)–4(f), the concentration of probability on
solution states only compensates the additional errors for
p = 2 while the errors outweigh the gain of an additional
layer for p = 3. This is also reflected by lower fidelities
of 96.37 %, 87.43 %, and 64.52 % for p = 1, 2, and 3
respectively, and is explained by the fact that decoherence
and residual ZZ coupling accumulate over the longer gate
sequence.

Master-equation simulations (red wireframes) yield
fidelities of 98.3%, 94.9%, and 85.0% for the direct imple-
mentation and 97.5%, 88.6%, and 68.2% for the decom-
posed implementation, which is in excellent agreement
with the measured distributions, see also Appendix G
for details. We confirm from these simulations that deco-
herence is the main limitation in this experiment while
residual ZZ coupling causes additional errors, in particular
for the decomposed implementation.

The landscape and state probability distributions of the
seven-qubit problem instance presented in Appendix H
lead to a similar conclusion, i.e., the direct implementation
exploiting CZφ gates is in better agreement with noise-free
simulations than the decomposed implementation.

It is expected that additional layers in QAOA circuits
increase the number of reachable states, thereby leading to
better approximate solutions in the absence of experimen-
tal noise. To gain further insight into the tradeoff between
the extended reachable state space and the additional noise
resulting from increased depth, we determine the enhance-
ment of the success probability provided by the output state
distribution over a uniform state distribution as a function
of p for both problem instances, see Fig. 5. We define the
enhancement as Ps/Pu, where Ps is the success probability,
i.e., the sum of the probabilities of all solution states, and
Pu = 2/(2N − 1) is the probability of sampling a solution
from a uniform probability distribution over all possible
states. Note that we exclude the state |0〉⊗N , which is never
a solution in the context of exact cover. We indicate the
sequence duration for both implementations with addi-
tional axes in Fig. 5, where sequence duration is defined
as the time between the start of the initialization pulse and
the start of the readout.

In the three-qubit case, Fig. 5(a), the direct (decom-
posed) implementation shows a maximal enhancement of
success probability of 3 (2.4) at p = 3 (p = 2). The direct
implementation (blue dots) provides a higher enhancement
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(a) (b)

FIG. 5. Performance of QAOA for (a) three qubits and (b)
seven qubits. The blue points are implemented with the direct
controlled arbitrary-phase gate and the green points are imple-
mented with the gate sequences decomposed into CZ gates. The
black squares indicate the highest success probabilities found
with noise-free simulations. The top axes indicate the sequence
duration for the direct implementation and the decomposed
implementation in green and blue, respectively. The gray areas
indicate success probabilities above 1. The success probabili-
ties are estimated from 15 000 (three-qubit problem instance)
and 60 000 (seven-qubit problem instance) single-shot measure-
ments. The error bars indicate a bootstrap 99.7% confidence
interval.

than the decomposed implementation (green dots) because
the sequence duration is shorter for a fixed p , and the
problem instance requires at least p = 3 to reach maximal
enhancement in an ideal setting (black squares).

When the problem increases in complexity, the num-
ber of layers required to reach maximal enhancement in
a noise-free scenario also increases. For the seven-qubit
instance, we find that p = 6 is required to reach a suc-
cess probability above 90%, see Fig. 5(b). Consequently,
the ability to execute more layers in shorter time provides
an even more pronounced advantage. In particular, for the
direct implementation, we find that increasing p from 1
to 2 increases the enhancement of the success probabil-
ity to 9.5. However, when further increasing to p = 3, the
extended reachable state space does not compensate the
additional noise arising from the increased sequence dura-
tion. For the decomposed version, going beyond p = 1
does not provide any benefits. Thus, for the seven-qubit
problem we only benefit from adding layers when taking
advantage of the directly implemented CZφ gates, which
improves the performance by a factor of 3 compared with
the decomposed implementation.

Finally, to emphasize that the limitations for deeper cir-
cuits are directly related to the increased sequence duration
rather than the depth itself, we notice that for a fixed

sequence duration of L = 5 μs, both implementations of
the seven-qubit instance show similar enhancement of suc-
cess probability despite being of depth p = 6 (direct) and
p = 2 (decomposed).

IV. DISCUSSION

In this work, we show that controlled arbitrary phase
gates (CZφ gates) enable a significant reduction of the
number of physical gates required to implement QAOA
circuits of any depth on quantum hardware. We demon-
strate the advantage of this approach by comparing it
with a standard QAOA decomposition on two problem
instances of the exact-cover problem, with three and seven
qubits, respectively. Despite a more demanding calibra-
tion scheme requiring interpolation of gate parameters,
CZφ gates in QAOA circuits systematically outperform the
decomposed alternative for a fixed depth and are able to
benefit from the extended reachable state space of more
layers.

We foresee an even more pronounced advantage for
larger-scale combinatorial optimization problems because
the number of layers required to solve problems with
QAOA is expected to scale with the number of qubits
involved in the experiment [41,42], in particular for dense
problem graphs. In addition, the number of physical two-
qubit gates saved within each layer also scales with the
number of two-qubit terms in the cost Hamiltonian. Our
results demonstrate that hardware-efficient gate sets are
key components in extending the impact of near-term
quantum applications, which may become even more rele-
vant when solving problem instances that do not match the
connectivity of the hardware. For example, it has recently
been observed that the need for swap gates can signifi-
cantly reduce the performance of a QAOA implementation
if a decomposed implementation of swap gates is used
[13]. A direct, hardware-efficient implementation combin-
ing a controlled arbitrary phase gate and a swap gate [27]
may therefore be another key component to improve the
performance in these cases, and should be considered in
future algorithmic implementations on NISQ devices.
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
DEVICE PARAMETERS

The experiments described in this paper are performed
in a cryogenic setup [43,44], the wiring scheme of which
is summarized in Fig. 6. Each qubit is controlled by a
flux line for frequency tuning, which enables two-qubit
gates, and a microwave drive line for realizing single-qubit
gates. The pulses are generated with arbitrary waveform
generators (AWGs). The drive pulses are generated at an
intermediate frequency of 100 MHz and up-converted to
microwave frequencies. Multiplexed readout is performed
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FIG. 6. Experimental setup. The experiment is controlled by
AWGs whose signals are routed to the quantum device through a
series of bandpass filters (BP), lowpass filters (LP), and Eccosorb
filters. The flux pulses are combined with a voltage source using
a bias-T. The IQ signal from the control AWG is up-converted
(UC) to a microwave signal using an IQ mixer. The readout
signal is generated by the FPGA SA, and the output from the
quantum device is amplified by a chain of amplifiers before being
down-converted (DC) and analyzed by the FPGA SA.

500 µm

FIG. 7. Optical micrograph of the device. Each qubit (colors
corresponding to the colors in Fig. 2) is connected to neighboring
qubits by coupling resonators (white). Each qubit is connected to
a readout resonator (red), a flux line (green), and a drive line
(pink).

via two feedlines [44,45] with the readout pulses gener-
ated by an FPGA-based signal analyzer (FPGA SA). The
measurement signals at the output ports of the sample
are first amplified with a wide-bandwidth near-quantum-
limited traveling-wave parametric amplifier (TWPA) [46],
then with a HEMT amplifier and finally with low-noise,
room-temperature amplifiers (RT AMP) [44]. Thereafter,
the signals are down-converted and processed using the
weighted integration units of the FPGA SAs.

The quantum device [44] shown in Fig. 7 is fabri-
cated on a high-resistivity intrinsic silicon substrate. Pho-
tolithography and reactive ion etching are used to define
resonators, signal lines and qubit structures in a 150-nm-
thin niobium film sputtered onto the substrate. We also
add air bridges to the device to establish a well-defined
ground plane and for cross overs in signal lines. The
Al/AlOx/Al Josephson junctions of the transmon qubits are
fabricated using electron-beam lithography and shadow
evaporation.

The parameters of the device listed in Table I are mea-
sured using standard spectroscopy and time-domain meth-
ods. All qubits are operated at their maximum frequency.
We characterize the ability to identify the correct qubit
state as well as the second excited state of each trans-
mon qubit. In particular, we use two weighted-integration
units per qubit to distinguish |0〉 from |1〉 and |1〉 from
|2〉 [47,48], see Fig. 8 for an example data set for qubit
A1. The weighted time-trace integration is performed in
real time and yields a two-dimensional data point for each
single-shot measurement. A trimodal Gaussian mixture
model, whose parameters are obtained with maximum-
likelihood estimation, is then used to classify the resulting
integrated traces, for details see Ref. [47,48]. The correct
readout state assignment probabilities reported in Table I
are obtained with heralding of the ground state. Ther-
mal populations are estimated by comparing correct state
assignment probabilities with and without ground-state
heralding.
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TABLE I. Measured parameters of the seven qubits.

A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3

Qubit frequency, ωq/2π (GHz) 5.462 5.684 4.077 4.195 4.825 4.920 5.165
Lifetime, T1 (μs) 12.9 6.7 24.5 21.1 16.7 14.8 14.3
Ramsey decay time, T∗

2 (μs) 18.1 12.2 7.4 4.6 27.2 24.5 13.3
Readout frequency, ωr/2π (GHz) 6.611 6.836 5.832 6.063 6.255 6.042 6.300
Readout linewidth, κeff/2π (MHz) 7.5 10.6 6.0 7.2 17.3 10.9 11.0
Dispersive shift, χ/2π (MHz) −2.5 −2.5 −0.75 −1.0 −1.25 −2.4 −2.0
Thermal population, Pth (%) 0.04 0.01 0.2 0.8 0.3 0.04 0.2
|0〉 readout assignment prob. (%) 99.98 99.97 96.54 96.85 99.47 99.92 99.97
|1〉 readout assignment prob. (%) 98.06 96.19 90.39 88.94 97.70 94.45 98.20
|2〉 readout assignment prob. (%) 96.63 89.68 78.90 80.86 95.18 94.89 96.96

To characterize the gate performance, we perform ran-
domized benchmarking on all qubits to find the error per
single-qubit Clifford, see Fig. 9. For the two-qubit gates,
we only characterize with a fixed conditional phase of π

such that the two-qubit gate is in the Clifford group and
we measure the error per gate from interleaved random-
ized benchmarking, see infidelities next to lines indicating
the coupling elements in Fig. 9.

We also characterize the residual ZZ coupling, αij ,
between pairs of coupled qubits, as the frequency shift
of qubit i when qubit j is in the excited state. We verify
that αij = αji. The experimentally determined residual ZZ
couplings are shown below each error rate in Fig. 9.

FIG. 8. Three-level single-shot readout characterization of
qubit A1 with ground-state heralding. We display the first 3000
of the 20 000 single-shot measurements for each state. The
blue (red) (green) shaded area correspond to the region of the
integrated quadrature plane in which a measured data point is
assigned to the |0〉 (|1〉) (|2〉) state. The white dots and dashed
white lines correspond to the mean and the 1 σ -confidence ellipse
of each mode of the mixture model.

APPENDIX B: CONTROLLED ARBITRARY
PHASE GATE

The CZφ gate is a unitary, which adds a desired phase φ

to the |11〉 state in the two-qubit subspace,

U(φ) =

⎛

⎜⎝

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 e−iφ

⎞

⎟⎠ . (B1)

We realize this unitary by exploiting a near-resonant inter-
action of the |11〉 and |20〉 states with frequency detun-
ing �, see Fig. 10(a) for an energy-level diagram. This
exchange-type interaction with coupling rate J leads to
a harmonic population oscillation between the two states.
For an interaction time τg corresponding to one full period
of the oscillation, the population of the |11〉 state cycles
through the |20〉 state back to the |11〉 state, and addition-
ally accumulates a phase dependent on �,

φ = π

(
1 + �√

4J 2 + �2

)
. (B2)

We can target any phase in the range [0, 2π) by choos-
ing an appropriate detuning. On our device, we control the

A2A1

A3 A4

B1 B2 B3

3.09%
1.70%

2.61%
2.97%

0.18%

0.20%0.34%

0.25% 0.26%

0.37%

0.52%

3.17% 2.09%
4.95%

–44 kHz

–80 kHz
–141 kHz

–53 kHz
–153 kHz

–26 kHz

–28 kHz

–34 kHz

FIG. 9. Single-qubit error per gate (vertices) and two-qubit
error per gate (edges) in percent, measured with randomized
benchmarking. We indicate the residual ZZ coupling between
each pair of coupled qubits below the corresponding two-qubit
gate infidelity. The gate between A3 and B2 is not needed for the
problem instances considered in this work (dashed line).
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 10. Energy-level diagram and pulse schemes used for the
calibration of the CZφ gate. (a) Time evolution of the energy
levels of the qutrit pair |QiQj 〉 when a flux pulse is applied to
Qi (not drawn to scale). The energy levels directly involved in
the gate are shown in black and the interaction between the |11〉
and |20〉 states is indicated with two blue arrows. (b)–(d) Pulse
scheme used to measure the Chevron pattern, the conditional
phase and the dynamic phase, respectively. The π pulses, π/2
pulses, flux pulses, and readout pulses are shown in dark blue,
pink, light blue, and purple, respectively. A dashed line indicates
that the measurement is repeated once with, and once without the
corresponding pulse.

detuning and interaction time of the CZφ gate with a flux
pulse of amplitude a and duration l, respectively.

We calibrate the CZφ gate by adjusting a, l and the cor-
responding dynamic phases acquired by the flux-biased
qubit(s).

First, we prepare a given qubit pair in the |11〉 state,
apply a flux pulse to the higher-frequency qubit, and sub-
sequently measure P|1〉, the excited-state population of the
higher-frequency qubit, see Fig. 10(b). Varying the flux-
pulse amplitude and duration yields a characteristic pattern
in the population, commonly referred to as a Chevron,
owing to its characteristic shape, see Fig. 1(c). For each
flux-pulse amplitude a, we fit a cosine to the harmonic
oscillation of P|1〉 as a function of pulse duration to find
the pulse duration l corresponding to a full period τg in
population exchange between the |11〉 and |20〉 states. We
linearly interpolate between the pairs (a, l) [blue dots in
Fig. 1(c)] to define a continuous function l(a).

Then, using the pulse sequence depicted in Fig. 10(c),
we excite the higher-frequency qubit to the |1〉 state with
a π pulse, apply a flux pulse, and return the qubit to the
ground state with another π pulse. A Ramsey experiment is
performed on the lower-frequency qubit by applying π/2
pulses before and after the flux pulse and sweeping the
phase of the second π/2 pulse. The acquired conditional
phase φ is determined relative to a measurement without
applying π pulses to the higher-frequency qubit. The con-
ditional phase results from the total ZZ interaction, which
naturally includes residual ZZ coupling for the duration of
the gate [38].

By performing this measurement for 45 flux-pulse
amplitudes a near resonance of the |11〉 and |20〉 states,
in each case using the previously determined correspond-
ing pulse duration l(a), we obtain the pairs (φ, a) shown

as blue dots in Fig. 1(d). Note that on our device, we
acquire phase from 0 to −2π , but reverse the sign in
Fig. 1(d) for convenience. A continuous function a(φ)

yielding the required amplitude for a target conditional
phase φ ∈ [0, 2π) is obtained by linear interpolation.

With another Ramsey experiment (analogous to the
one described above), we determine the acquired dynamic
phase φD of the flux-biased qubit [34] as a function of the
flux-pulse amplitude a and duration l(a) relative to a mea-
surement without applying a flux pulse, see Fig. 10(d) for
the pulse scheme. The number of calibration points (a, φD)

is chosen such that we can unwrap φD(a) without ambigu-
ity. We interpolate between the unwrapped data points with
cubic splines to obtain a continuous function φD(a). We
compensate for this single-qubit phase shift φD(a) using a
virtual Z gate applied after the CZφ gate.

Gates between selected qubit pairs require additional
flux pulses on neighboring qubits to avoid undesired inter-
actions, see Appendix D. The dynamic phase acquired
by neighboring qubits depends on the flux-pulse duration
l(a). We perform a Ramsey experiment to characterize this
dependency simultaneously with the Ramsey experiment
for the qubit directly involved in the gate.

Using this calibration procedure, a CZφ gate with a
desired conditional phase φ is implemented by calculat-
ing the amplitude a(φ), the corresponding duration l[a(φ)]
of the flux pulse, and the dynamic phase correction(s)
φD[a(φ)] for the flux-biased qubit(s).

We automate the calibration procedure to require human
interaction only to verify the quality of the fits. The
approach is thus scalable to larger devices. Note that gate
architectures allowing the acquisition of conditional phase
as a linear function of the flux-pulse duration could further
simplify and speed up the calibration procedure [49].

We characterize the deviation δφ from the target condi-
tional phase φ for each pair of qubits, averaged over 30
evenly distributed values of φ in the range [0, 2π), see
Table II. Note that residual ZZ coupling makes it chal-
lenging to reach phases near 0. This challenge occurring at
the boundaries of the phase interval may be avoided using
CZφ gates, which can span a conditional phase interval
larger than 2π [24,49]. We also list the average measured

TABLE II. Average phase deviation from target, δφ, and aver-
age leakage, λ, for the seven CZφ gates used in the experiment.

Gate δφ (deg.) λ (%)

A1-B1 0.62 ± 1.21 0.92 ± 0.49
A1-B2 0.23 ± 1.12 0.54 ± 0.29
A2-B2 0.53 ± 1.26 0.21 ± 0.19
A2-B3 0.00 ± 1.30 0.10 ± 0.08
B1-A3 0.81 ± 1.08 0.24 ± 0.53
B2-A4 0.22 ± 1.84 3.50 ± 1.97
B3-A4 −0.43 ± 1.81 4.68 ± 3.19
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leakage, λ, extracted with three-level readout during the
characterization of the phase deviations. Five of the seven
gates show an average leakage smaller than 1%. The gates
between qubits B2-A4 and B3-A4 show average leakage of
up to 5%, which we attribute to uncompensated flux-pulse
distortions at small time scales.

APPENDIX C: EXACT COVER TO ISING

The exact-cover problem is mathematically formu-
lated as follows [30]. Given a collection of subsets V =
{Vi}i∈1,...,n with Vi ⊆ S, the task is to verify whether there
exists a set of indices I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that {Vi}i∈I forms
a partition of S, i.e., the sets in {Vi}i∈I are disjoint and their
union equals S. This is the case if

0 = min
(b1,...,bn)∈{0,1}n

∑

�

(
1 −

∑

i

K�ibi

)2

, (C1)

where the element K�i of the incidence matrix K is 1 if the
�th element of S is contained in subset Vi and 0 otherwise.
A bit value bi = 1 indicates that the subset Vi is selected.
Note that, while some authors (see, e.g., Ref. [50]) use
the transposed convention in which the ith row of K cor-
responds to the subset Vi, the convention used here, in
which the ith column corresponds to the subset Vi, leads
to a clearer labeling in the visual representations of K
in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). Using spins zi ∈ {±1} instead of
bits bi = (zi + 1)/2, multiplying out, and dropping addi-
tive constants, the optimization problem can be formulated
as [31,36,51]

min
(z1,...,zn)∈{±1}n

∑

i<j

Jij zj zi +
∑

i

hizi, (C2)

where

Jij =
∑

�

K�iK�j

2
(C3)

hi =
∑

�

K�i

⎛

⎝−1 + 1
2

∑

j

K�j

⎞

⎠ . (C4)

Solving this optimization problem is equivalent to find-
ing the ground-state energy of the Ising Hamiltonian, see
Eq. (1), with Jij and hi values given by Eq. (C3) and
Eq. (C4), respectively. In the visual representations of the
incidence matrices depicted in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), the bul-
lets represent the entries with K�i = 1 while empty cells
correspond to K�i = 0. By substituting these values of K�i
into the above equations, we see that hi = 0 for all i in both
problem instances, and we obtain the values of Jij given in
Sec. II.

To run QAOA without requiring swaps, we need all-to-
all physical connectivity between qubits that occur jointly
in any row of the incidence matrix K . For the physical con-
nectivity graph shown in Fig. 2(a), this means that each
row can contain only up to two nonzero entries. The posi-
tive sign in Eq. (C3) reveals that the spins corresponding to
a row with two nonzero entries have an antiferromagnetic
coupling. This is in line with the exact-cover constraint,
which requires that exactly one of them is selected in a
valid solution, but not both. Thus, any problem instance
that does not require swaps on our device and that does
not decompose into a set of isolated subgraphs must cor-
respond to a lattice of antiferromagnetically coupled spins.
Then, either all qubits labeled with A or all qubits labeled
with B have to be in an excited state in a valid solution. In
the presence of a row (or rows) with a single nonzero entry,
some external field term(s) hi of the Ising Hamiltonian
become(s) nonzero and the solution that fulfills the exact-
cover condition also for this row (these rows) is favored.
Otherwise, both solutions are valid, which is the case for
the problem instances considered in our experiments.

APPENDIX D: QAOA GATE SEQUENCES

Figure 11(a) shows the pulse sequence generated by
the AWGs for a single layer of QAOA in the seven-qubit
instance using the direct implementation of CZφ gates.
Since the duration of the flux pulse depends on the required
phase, see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the pulse sequence is shown

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 11. Pulse sequences for implementing QAOA with p =
1. The shaded area around flux pulses illustrates which interac-
tion they implement and how long buffer times before and after
the flux pulse are chosen. (a) Direct implementation of the seven-
qubit instance. (b) Decomposed implementation of the seven-
qubit instance. (c) Direct implementation of the three-qubit
instance. (d) Decomposed implementation of the three-qubit
instance.
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TABLE III. Number of two-qubit gates (first row), single-qubit microwave-driven gates (second row), and single-qubit virtual gates
(third row) in the implemented QAOA sequences.

No. of layers, p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 qb direct 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
9 15 21 27 33 39 45 51 57
7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

3 qb decomposed 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36
17 31 45 59 73 87 101 115 129
13 26 39 52 65 78 91 104 117

7 qb direct 7 14 21 28 35 42
21 35 49 63 77 91
21 42 63 84 105 126

7 qb decomposed 14 28 42 56
49 91 133 175
42 84 126 168

for a representative flux-pulse duration (close to the aver-
age) that we obtain for γ = π/5. After an initial π/2 pulse
on each qubit to prepare a |+〉⊗7 state, the phase-separation
operator UC of the first QAOA layer starts with two par-
allel CZφ gates corresponding to the couplings JA3B1 and
JA2B2 , while qubit B3 is detuned by an additional flux pulse
to avoid an unwanted interaction when the ef-transition
frequency of A2 crosses the parking frequency of qubit B3.
Since the additional Z�ij rotations, see Fig. 1(a), are imple-
mented as virtual gates [32] through a redefinition of the
reference frame, they are not shown in the pulse sequence.
After the last round of flux pulses, the final two π/2 pulses
for each qubit (plus a virtual gate between them) imple-
ment the mixing operator UB = e−iβB, where we have
decomposed each term e−iβXi as shown in Fig. 1(a). After
the end of the shown pulse sequence, we perform qubit
readout.

In the significantly longer pulse sequence shown in
Fig. 11(b), the controlled arbitrary phase gates are decom-
posed as described in Fig. 1(b). Each Hadamard gate is
implemented by a π/2 pulse and a Zπ rotation via a virtual
gate, and the Z�ij in the center of the gate decomposition
is another virtual gate. Pulse sequences for the direct and
the decomposed implementation of the three-qubit prob-
lem instance are shown in Figs. 11(c) and 11(d), where
analogous explanations apply.

To implement additional layers, the pulses between the
end of the initialization pulses and the start of the readout
are repeated p − 1 times. For the configurations considered
in Fig. 5, this leads to the gate counts shown in Table III.

APPENDIX E: PROPERTIES OF QAOA
LANDSCAPES

Following Ref. [11], the parameter γq can be restricted
to [0, 2π) if the problem Hamiltonian Ĉ has integer eigen-
values, while βq can always be restricted to [0, π). In this

appendix, we discuss further periodicity and symmetry
properties of the QAOA cost function, which enable us to
reduce the parameter space and better understand the cost-
function landscapes we observe. To this end, we consider
the cost of a p-layer QAOA circuit,

C( �γ ′, �β ′) = 〈+| U( �γ ′, �β ′)† Ĉ U( �γ ′, �β ′) |+〉 (E1)

in which U( �γ ′, �β ′)= ∏
q e−iβ ′

qB̂e−iγ ′
qĈ is the p-layer QAOA

unitary with �γ ′ = (γ ′
1, . . . , γ ′

p) and �β ′ = (β ′
1, . . . , β ′

p).
If the eigenvalues of Ĉ are integer multiples of α, then

by setting γ ′
q = γq + 2π/α in Eq. (E1) and noting that

e±i(2π/α)Ĉ = I is the identity, we find that C( �γ ′, �β ′) is
(2π/α) periodic in γq.

In addition, if all eigenvalues of Ĉ are odd multiples
of α, we have e±i(π/α)Ĉ = −I , where the minus sign is a
global phase, so that the cost is (π/α) periodic. For both
problem instances considered in this work, the eigenvalues
of Ĉ are odd multiples of 1/2, so that the landscapes are
2π periodic.

Inserting β ′
q = βq + π into Eq. (E1) and noting that

e±iπ B̂ = ∏
i e±iπXi = ∏

i(−I) yields the π periodicity in
βq mentioned in Ref. [11]. Moreover, since e−i(π/2)B̂ =∏

i e−i(π/2)Xi corresponds to an Xπ rotation of all qubits,
setting β ′

p = βp + (π/2) in the last layer p corresponds to
flipping the sign of all spins before estimating the energy
of Ĉ. If the Ising Hamiltonian Ĉ does not contain single-
qubit terms (hi = 0 for all i), this sign flip does not change
the energy, and the cost landscape is π/2 periodic in βp .
As this applies to the examples considered in this paper,
we measure the landscapes for p = 1 only up to β = β1 =
π/2.

By simultaneously setting γ ′
q = −γq and β ′

q = −βq in
Eq. (E1), and noting that Ĉ, B̂, and |+〉 are real valued,
we have C(−�γ ′, − �β ′) = [C( �γ , �β)]† = C( �γ , �β). Therefore,
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the cost landscape is point symmetric with respect to the
origin, which implies that it is also point symmetric with
respect to the center point of a period. When measuring
a landscape, we can thus restrict either β or γ to half a
period without losing information about the landscape. In
the examples shown in this paper, we restrict γ to half a
period, i.e., to the interval [0, π).

Finally, when choosing γ ′
q = −γq and β ′

q = βq in
Eq. (E1), we obtain

−C(−�γ , �β) = 〈+| U′( �γ , �β)†(−Ĉ)U′( �γ , �β) |+〉 , (E2)

where U′( �γ , �β) = ∏
q e−iβqB̂e−iγq(−Ĉ). This is equivalent

to the QAOA cost function for a problem Hamiltonian
Ĉ′ = −Ĉ. Thus, in cases for which running QAOA with
Ĉ and with −Ĉ leads to the same landscape, the landscape
is an odd function of �γ . In particular, this occurs for both
problem instances considered in this work.

Due to the point symmetry observed above, the land-
scape is also an odd function of �β if it is an odd function of
�γ . In the landscape plots for p = 1, this manifests as line
symmetries (with a change of the sign of the energy) about
both coordinate axes and with respect to the center line
of each period. Within the chosen range of β, we observe
this type of symmetry with respect to the horizontal line
β = π/4.

APPENDIX F: POSTSELECTION

For both QAOA implementations, we discard all mea-
sured states containing at least one leakage event. We show
the percentage of single-shot measurements we keep as a
function of the number of layers in the top half of Table IV.
We estimate the corresponding average leakage per gate as
λpost ≈ 1 − P1/ng

post , where Ppost is the fraction of data left
after postselection and ng is the number of two-qubit gates
in the sequence.

We compare the λpost with the mean of the measured
average leakage, λ̃3qb = 0.38% and λ̃7qb = 1.46% defined
as the average of the values reported in Table II for the two
and seven gates used in the gate sequence, respectively. In

both cases, the mean of the measured average leakage is in
decent agreement with the λpost reported in Table IV.

APPENDIX G: MASTER-EQUATION
SIMULATIONS

We model the dynamics of our system by a master
equation given by

ρ̇ = − i
�

[H(t), ρ] +
∑

k

[
ĉkρĉk

† − 1
2

(
ĉk

†ĉkρ + ρĉk
†ĉk

)]
,

(G1)

where ρ is the density matrix describing the system at
time t and H(t) is the Hamiltonian, the time dependence
of which models the applied gate sequence. Single-qubit Y
gates are simulated for each qubit with a 50-ns-long DRAG
pulse [52]. Arbitrary rotations along the Y axis are imple-
mented by adapting the pulse amplitude accordingly, while
keeping the gate time constant. We adjust the phase of the
DRAG pulse to account for the virtual Z gates [53] and
to simulate single-qubit X gates. Two-qubit gates between
qubits i and j are simulated using the interaction Hamil-
tonian H(t) = c(t) |11〉ij 〈11|, where c(t) is constant for
a time τg corresponding to the gate duration. The ampli-
tude c(t) is adjusted such that the interaction implements
the targeted CZφ gate. This model neither considers the
dynamical phases that arise from the flux tuning of the
qubits nor the possible leakage to noncomputational states
during the gate. The collapse operators ĉk model incoher-
ent processes. We solve the master equation numerically
[54] in the rotating frame of qubits. Incoherent errors are
described by Lindblad terms in Eq. (G1) with

ĉT1,i =
√

1
T1,i

σ−,i, (G2)

ĉTφ,i =
√

1
2

(
1

T2,i
− 1

2T1,i

)
σz,i, (G3)

TABLE IV. (First four rows) Percentage of data kept after discarding all measured states containing at least one leakage event.
(Bottom four rows) Corresponding average leakage per two-qubit gate in percent.

No. of layers, p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 qb direct 99.2 97.1 97.9 97.1 96.4 97.1 96.6 94.1 93.6
3 qb decomposed 98.6 98.3 96.4 92.1 95.8 94.0 94.8 94.4 93.5
7 qb direct 87.1 87.7 80.6 55.9 79.2 77.5
7 qb decomposed 80.2 82.4 61.6 62.1

3 qb direct 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4
3 qb decomposed 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
7 qb direct 1.9 0.9 1.0 2.1 0.7 0.6
7 qb decomposed 1.6 0.7 1.1 0.8
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 12. Simulated and experimental cost-function landscapes
of the three-qubit problem instance for p = 1. The direct imple-
mentation is displayed in (a)–(c). The decomposed version is
shown in (d)–(f). The master-equation simulations are performed
including errors from residual ZZ coupling only (a),(d), and
with both residual ZZ coupling and decoherence (b),(e). The
experimental data is shown in (c),(f).

where T1,i and T2,i are the lifetime and decoherence time
(Ramsey decay time) of qubit i as listed in Table I. Since
we do not explicitly apply echo pulses in the experimental
sequences, we use the Ramsey decay time in the simu-
lations rather than the dephasing times extracted from a
Hahn-echo experiment.

In addition to the incoherent errors introduced by the
Lindblad terms, it is important to also consider the impact
of coherent errors on the algorithm. In our experiment,
the main source of coherent errors is residual ZZ coupling
between neighboring qubits [38]. To model this coupling
in the numerical simulations, we include the Hamiltonian

HZZ/� =
∑

(i,j )

αij |11〉ij 〈11| (G4)

where the sum is over connected pairs of qubits with the
residual ZZ couplings listed in Appendix A. We notice
from simulations of the full QAOA circuit that the resid-
ual ZZ couplings give rise to the distortions observed
in the cost landscapes, see Fig. 12. The main effect of
decoherence is to reduce the overall contrast of the land-
scape. In particular, for the direct implementation we find
a minimum energy of −1.04, −0.99, and −0.98 for simula-
tions including only residual ZZ couplings, for simulations
including both residual ZZ couplings and decoherence, and
for experiments, respectively. In comparison, the minimum
energy in noise-free simulations is −1.06, see Fig. 3(b).

APPENDIX H: ADDITIONAL QAOA
MEASUREMENTS

We use a single-layer QAOA circuit with CZφ gates
to measure the cost-function landscape of the seven-qubit
problem instance, see Appendix D for the full pulse

(a) (b) (e)

(c) (d) (f)

FIG. 13. Cost function evaluated for p = 1 on the seven-qubit
problem instance using CZφ gates. (a) Cost-function landscape
as a function of variational parameters. (b) Cost-function land-
scape obtained from noise-free simulations. (c) Experimental
evaluation (blue) and simulation (black) of the cost function
for two horizontal line cuts of (a),(b), with β ′ = π/8 (dotted
lines) and β ′′ = 3π/8 (dashed lines), respectively. (d),(e) Ten
convergence traces of the separation angle and the mixing angle,
respectively, for end-to-end optimization starting from random
parameter initialization. (f) Average energy (solid black line) and
individual convergence traces (faded blue lines) of the energy
corresponding to parameters shown in (d),(e).

sequence. The measured landscape, see Fig. 13(a), is in
good qualitative agreement with noise-free simulations,
see Fig. 13(b). Due to decoherence, the absolute values of
the global extrema are smaller than in noise-free simula-
tions, see Fig. 13(c). Starting from random initialization,
the convergence traces of the separating angle, the mix-
ing angle and the corresponding cost are displayed in
Figs. 13(d)–13(f), respectively.

(a) (b)

FIG. 14. Overlay of three selected convergence traces on the
cost-function landscape of the (a) three-qubit and (b) seven-
qubit problem instance. The random initialization is shown with
a black triangle and the final location of each trace is indicated by
a round marker whose color reflects the cost of the last function
evaluation.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 15. Output state probability distribution for the seven-qubit problem instance implemented with CZφ gates (a) and decom-
posed using CZ gates (b). States are measured at optimal parameters for depth of p = 2 for (a) and p = 1 for (b). The filled bars
correspond to the measured problem solutions, while the black (red) wireframes are the expected QAOA outcome from noise-free
(master-equation) simulations. We use 60 000 individual measurement runs to estimate each distribution and indicate bootstrap 99.7%
confidence intervals with black vertical markers.

In addition, we illustrate the convergence of a subset
of traces to global and local minima by overlaying them
on the cost-function landscape for the three-qubit and the
seven-qubit problem instance, see Figs. 14(a) and 14(b),
respectively.

The output state distributions at optimal parameters
for the direct and decomposed implementation of CZφ

gates are shown for the seven-qubit problem instance in
Figs. 15(a) and 15(b), respectively. We display the dis-
tributions yielding highest success probability for each
implementation, i.e., p = 2 for the direct implementation
and p = 1 for the decomposed implementation. For the
direct implementation, the two most likely measured states
are |1111000〉 and |0000111〉, corresponding to the respec-
tive selections of subsets A and B forming exact covers of
the considered problem instance. Conversely, the solution
states are not the two most likely measured states for the
decomposed implementation. For both implementations,
the measured data matches well with expectations from
master-equation simulations (red wireframe).
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